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Abstract

The temporal evolution of plasma and gas parameters during the afterglow phase of cyclic operation of an inertial

fusion-energy reactor chamber is simulated with a zero-dimensional code. The results of self-consistent modeling of

plasma/gas cooling, plasma recombination, and the heat power load on a cryogenic fusion-fuel target are presented.

The role of intrinsic impurity radiation and the edge plasma region in plasma cooling is analyzed. The impacts of large

convective cells and large concentrations of a heavy-ion buffer gas inside the chamber on plasma evolution and target

heat loads are discussed.
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1. Introduction

The cyclic operation of an inertial fusion energy

(IFE) reactor requires safe delivery of fuel targets to

the center of dry-wall chamber [1,2]. On its way, the

cryogenic target has to move through the hot residual

gas and plasma left from the previous shots [3,4]. As a

result, the target experiences significant heating due to

deposition of kinetic energy of plasma (qkp) and gas

(qkg), release of plasma potential energy occurring as a

result of plasma neutralization at the surface (qpot),

and absorption of radiation emitted by plasma (qrad)
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and chamber walls (qw). At the same time, cryogenic tar-

gets are very sensitive to the heat loading because it can

severely deform the target surface violating the spherical

symmetry requirements, so that effective target implo-

sion becomes impossible. Recent analysis [1,2] of ther-

mal and mechanical responses of targets to heat

loadings has shown that the total flux should not exceed

a critical level qcrit � 1W/cm2. Higher flux levels of up to

10W/cm2 might be sustainable with reduced initial tar-

get temperature, for targets with outer insulating foam,

or if some phase change from solid to liquid or gas is

acceptable. However, as shown in Refs. [3,4], energy

fluxes on the target surface associated with plasma, qkp
and qpot, can be the dominant ones and exceed 10W/

cm2 at the time 1/ftar, where ftar = 5–10Hz is the com-

mercial range of target injection frequency. For plasma

and atom densities ne = na = 1014cm�3 and temperatures
ed.
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Te = Ta = 0.2eV, qpot � 50 and qkp � 3W/cm2 at 100ms

into the afterglow phase of the IFE operation cycle [4].

Therefore, strong recombination of plasma should occur

in the chamber in order to bring the target heat loads

below the critical value. In the paper we present the

results of self-consistent modeling of plasma cooling,

recombination, and target heating. The role of the edge

plasma region is analyzed.
2. Edge plasma region in IFE chamber

In the absence of impurity radiation, the energy loss

of deuterium–tritium (DT) bulk plasma is mainly due to

electron heat conduction to the edge plasma region

(EPR) in which recycling of neutral particles occurs.

The characteristic width of EPR is determined by the

depth of neutral atom penetration into plasma which

is about the ionization length, kion. Note, kion < 0.1m

which is much less than chamber radius R = 10m, for

Te P 3eV and ne P 1013cm�3. For hot bulk-plasma,

ke/R > (m/M)1/2 (where ke / T 2
e=ne is the electron mean

free path, m and M are the electron and ion masses),

the electron temperature in the EPR is as high as the

temperature T0 at the chamber center. The ion tempera-

ture in this case can be higher than electron temperature,

because bulk electrons are rapidly cooled by electron

heat conduction, and only energy exchange with ions

prevents electrons from cooling further down.

When electron temperature decreases so that ke/
R < (m/M)1/2, the high recycling regime (similar to that

observed in tokamak divertors) occurs in the EPR. In

this case, the electron-ion energy exchange rate exceeds

the electron heat conduction rate, therefore, ion and

electron temperatures equilibrate. Plasma temperature

in the EPR, TEPR, becomes much smaller than T0 due

to high collisionality. In fact, comparing the heat flux

from the bulk plasma to the EPR, qEPR � ne(T0�TEPR)

(T0/m)1/2 (ke/R), and the plasma energy deposition to the

wall qw � ctneTEPR (TEPR /M)1/2 (where ct � 8 is the en-

ergy transmission coefficient through electrostatic sheath

[4]), we obtain T0�TEPR if ke/R < (m/M)1/2. Also, the

pressure P is approximately constant across the chamber

since the rate of pressure equilibration mp � (T0/M)1/2/R

is greater than the cooling rate mTe � (ke/R) (T0/m)1/2/R.

We can assume that total number N of nuclei in the

chamber is constant, i.e. there is no significant particle

adsorption/release at the wall. An average nuclei density

is nres = N/V (V is the chamber volume).

The following equation can be used to describe plas-

ma cooling in the case where ke/R < (m/M)1/2:

3neoT=ot ¼ rðvSHrT Þ; ð1Þ

where vSH is the Spitzer–Harm (SH) thermal conductiv-

ity. The boundary conditions are T(r = R) = 0, dT/

dr(r = 0) = 0. We search for a solution of Eq. (1) in the
form T(t,r) � T0(t)h(r), where T0(t) is the temperature

at the plasma center, and h(r) is the dimensionless radial

profile. The assumptions of uniform pressure

P(t) = 2T(t)ne(r)h(r) and constant N allow neglect of

the convective terms and plasma density variation in

Eq. (1). Then the solution of Eq. (1) is

T 0ðtÞ ¼ T 0ð0Þ½1þ t=sT��2=5
; hðrÞ ¼ ½1� ðr=RÞ2�2=7;

ð2Þ

where sT = 0.7nresR
2/[bvSH(T0 (0))], b = (4p/V)�drr2/

h(r) � 0.5. The corresponding flux to the edge region is

qEPR(t) = (4/7)vSH(T0) T0/R. This solution holds while

the ratio NEPR/N is small (NEPR is the number of nuclei

in the EPR). Using (2), we obtain N = (4/3)p R3P/T0 and

NEPR = 4pR2�[P/T]dx� 8pR2[Pvn(TEPR)/qEPR] [Eion/TEPR],

where Eion � 30eV is the amount of thermal energy lost

by the plasma per ionization; and we replaced integra-

tion over the EPR width x by integration over the

temperature by using the following estimation of tem-

perature gradient. For TEPR�Eion, the energy delivered

into EPR by flux qEPR is mainly spent on the ionization

of neutrals and only a small part #n = TEPR/

[TEPR + Eion] is conducted to the wall. The correspond-

ing temperature gradient is jdT/dxj � qEPR#n/vn, where
vn denotes the neutral thermal conductivity. Finally we

obtain NEPR/N � [14vn(TEPR)Eion]/[vSH(T0)TEPR]. For

pure DT plasma, TEPR � 3eV, the central temperature

T0 should exceed T0*
� 10eV to satisfy NEPR/N < 1.

Thus, the edge plasma region plays important role

in temporal evolution of collisional plasma without

impurities on the timescale PsT. Typically, for n0 =

1015cm�3 DT-plasma, the central temperature T0 de-

creases from 100eV to T0*
only in about 10ms. When

temperature of the afterglow plasma drops below T0*
,

the edge region rapidly �expands� since NEPR ! N. The

further evolution of plasma temperature and density is

similar to that of plasma with a small amount of impu-

rities. This is analyzed in Section 3.
3. Evolution of plasma with impurities

Even small amount of high-Z impurities (like intrin-

sic carbon) creates strong energy loss from bulk plasma

due to line radiation at T0 > T0*
, whereas impurity radi-

ation becomes negligibly small when central temperature

drops below T0*
. The density nZ of impurities, which is

required to radiate the amount (4/3)pR3LZnZne of en-

ergy delivered by electron heat conduction qe = 4pR2ne
T0cs0(ke/R), cs0 / (T0/m)1/2, is nZ � 3T0kecs0/[R

2LZ],

where LZ(T0) is the radiation rate coefficient. For carbon

impurity, T0 = T0*
, LZ(T0*

) � 10�26Wcm3, ne = 1020m�3,

the radiation loss exceeds the conduction flux when nZ/

ne P 10�3. The impurity concentrations 10�3 to 10�2

are small in a sense that they do not affect collision



Fig. 1. The temporal evolution of (a) plasma density ne and (b)

temperature T. On each panel, the curves correspond to

different values of residual gas density nres.

Fig. 2. The temporal evolution of non-radiative flux qgp is given

for DT and Xe residual gases. For each gas, three curves with

different nres values are shown.

Fig. 3. The scrit times required to reduce the total heat flux qtot
to acceptable levels qcrit = 1 and 10W/cm2 are shown versus

residual density nres with and without convective cells.
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frequencies but they cause the cooling to occur in the en-

tire chamber volume.

The following system of two coupled equations

describes the temporal evolution of volume-averaged

plasma density ne = ni and temperature T = Ti = Te = Ta

(see [4] for details):

one=ot ¼ �Ctran � ðSrecni � SionnaÞne; ð3Þ

3=2ðnres þ niÞoT=ot ¼ 3=2T ðSrecni � SionnaÞne � W loss;

ð4Þ

where na is the atom density; nres = ni + na is the residual

density which is the number of nuclei per unit volume;

nres is assumed to be constant; Sion and Srec are the

multi-step ionization and recombination rate coeffi-

cients; Wloss =Wtran + (5/2)TCtran + Xrecne ni + Xionnena +

XZnZne; Xrec and Xion are the rate coefficients for plasma

kinetic energy loss associated with the multi-step recom-

bination and ionization; XZ is the plasma energy loss

due to impurity radiation; nZ is assumed to be a fixed

fraction of nres; nZ = fimpnres. The term Ctran describes

the transport of plasma particles to the wall. In a diffu-

sive approximation, we get the following expression:

Ctran = CgDAne/R
2, where DA is the ambipolar diffusion

coefficient, and Cg = p2 for spherical chamber. The

plasma heat conduction loss term Wtran can be written

as Wtran = Cg(je + ja)T/R
2, where je and ja are the SH

electron and neutral thermal-conductivity coefficients,

correspondingly. The system 3,4 is solved numerically

for given initial values: T(0) = T0 and ne (0) = nres. We

use the Collisional Radiative Atomic Molecular Data

(CRAMD) code [5] to calculate the rate coefficients: Srec,

Xrec, Sion, Xion, and XZ as a function of plasma and gas

parameters (ne, na, T) and radius R which implicitly

introduce the effects of multi-step excitation and plasma

radiation re-absorption in the chamber. Based on the

plasma/gas parameters, a standard plasma sheath

model, the CRAMD data, and a realistic reflectivity data

for radiation and particles from target surface [4], we

calculate the peak total heat flux qtot = qpot + qkp + qkg +

qrad + qw and the time scrit(qcrit) into afterglow phase

which is required to reduce qtot to acceptable level qcrit.

The main results obtained with plasma model (Eqs.

(3) and (4)) are shown in Figs. 1–3. The typical temporal

evolution of plasma density and temperature are given

in Fig. 1 for DT plasma with fimp = 1% of carbon impu-

rities and R = 10m. As seen, for any nres value, it takes

roughly 1ms for temperature to reach the 1eV level

mainly due to electron energy losses associated with ion-

ization of neutrals and impurity radiation. Starting at

about 1eV, a weakly ionized gas cools predominantly

by neutral heat conduction and the correspondent char-

acteristic time scond is, approximately, inversely propor-

tional to nres. As shown in Fig. 2, the non-radiative heat

flux qgp = qkp + qkg + qpot applied to the target surface
decreases substantially on the same time-scale scond in

pure DT. At 100ms, qgp < 1W/cm2 is only for low resid-
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ual gas densities, nres < 3 · 1019m�3. Fig. 3 illustrates

that the higher nres the longer is the time scrit,total neces-
sary to reduce total heat load to acceptable level qcrit.

The commercial frequency ftar = 5–10Hz is consistent

with scrit,total (1W/cm2) only for nres < 3 · 1019m�3.

The tenfold increase in qcrit reduces scrit only three times

at fixed nres.
4. Evolution of heavy-ion plasma

A heavy-particle noble buffer gas is widely considered

to soften the chamber wall response to the fusion blast

[6]. However to fully accomplish this mission, the buffer

gas pressure should be very large (P5Torr). Compare

the case when the chamber is filled with pure xenon to

the pure DT case. The thermal velocity VXe of Xe is

n = (MXe/MDT)
1/2 � 7 times smaller than velocity VDT

of DT. This difference initially makes the particle and

energy fluxes on the fuel target in Xe be n-times smaller

than in DT, however, the plasma cooling becomes much

slower as well. The neutral diffusivity (Dn)Xe/VXe/rXe

scales as (Dn)Xe �0.07(Dn)DT, since VXe = VDT/n and

rXe � 2rDT, where rXe and rDT are the cross-sections

for Xe–Xe and D–T scattering. Heat conductivities fol-

low the same scaling.

We simulate the temporal evolution of Xe and DT

plasmas with model described by Eqs. (3) and (4). The

calculated heat flux qgp is shown on Fig. 2 for

R = 10m. As seen, for given nres, although the initial

qgp value is smaller in Xe, the heat flux in D–T decreases

much faster in time than that in Xe. The reason is the

smaller diffusivities of heavy gases and the faster recom-

bination due to higher plasma densities in Xe. However,

for densities nres > 1014cm�3, qgp exceeds 10W/cm2 at

the end of afterglow phase 1/ftar = 0.1–0.2s in both Xe

and DT. If the critical flux qcrit = 1W/cm2 and

ftar = 5Hz, then the usage of high-pressure buffer gas

will be impossible because of predicted extreme heat

loads.

Consider the hypothetical case when fuel targets can

withstand heat loads qcrit = 20–30W/cm2. As follows

from Fig. 2, these high qcrit may be consistent with 10–

30mTorr of Xe in the chamber (even with an injection

frequency of 15Hz) that can provide a significant reduc-

tion of surface wall temperature rise and help to protect

some important IFE components like mirrors for laser

direct drivers [2].
5. Convective cells in IFE chamber

Plasma cooling is strongly affected by convective mo-

tion of plasma and gas, which effectively brings hot par-

ticles closer to the wall and enhances heat flux due to a
reduced gradient length. As suggested in [3], only large

convective cells (CC) with characteristic size of about

chamber radius R can exist for a time comparable to

1/ftar, because viscosity effects quickly dissipate the smal-

ler size modes of convective motion. The CC decay time

is scc = R2/p2mvis � 0.1s, where mvis � 106cm2/s is the typ-

ical value of kinematic viscosity. The large CC intro-

duces toroidal symmetry of constant temperature and

density contours instead of spherical symmetry consid-

ered above. For simplicity, we approximate the toroidal

CC by two cylinders [3]. To maintain constant values of

plasma/gas parameters along the flux surface, the tan-

gential velocity VR at the outer radius should be

VR P 2pRcylftar 300m/s, Rcyl = R/2, and Reynolds num-

ber is VRR/mvis � 30.

To estimate diffusion time sD = 1/cD, we solve the

eigenvalue problem: diffusion equation $2n + k2n = 0

with dn/dr(r = 0) = 0, n(r = R) = 0, where k2 = cD/D, D

is the diffusion coefficient. The solutions are Bessel func-

tions: j0(kr) and J0(kcylrcyl), respectively, for spherical

and cylindrical geometries. The boundary condition

n(r = R) = 0 gives the following values: k = p/R,
kcyl � 4.8/R. Then, the ratio of diffusion times in the

two different geometries is (cD)cyl/cD � (4.8/p)2, i.e.

convective cells decrease almost twofold the diffusion

time. The same conclusion applies to the heat

conduction.

We use Eqs. (3) and (4) to simulate the plasma evolu-

tion with and without CC. The calculated scrit times nec-

essary to attain acceptable levels qcrit = 1 and 10W/cm2

are plotted in Fig. 3 for DT gas, R = 10m, fimp = 1%.

As seen, convective cells decrease scrit twofold in a wide

range of densities and qcrit.
6. Conclusions

We presented the results of self-consistent zero-

dimensional modeling of plasma/gas cooling, plasma

recombination, and the expected heat fluxes on a fuel

target surface during the afterglow phase of an opera-

tional cycle of the IFE chamber. The results show that

in the chamber of 10m in radius the fuel-target injection

frequency 6Hz (which is required for an economic reac-

tor) is consistent with acceptable peak heat flux of about

1W/cm2 only for gas low residual gas densities

nres < 1020m�3. Even small concentrations fimp = 0.1–

1% of impurities allow rapid (�1ms) reduction of the

initial temperature to 1eV, whereas the further cooling

is due to slow (�100ms) neutral heat conduction. The

higher densities, nres = 1020–1021m�3 (e.g. due to high-

Z buffer gas) lead to inadequate injection frequency

0.1–2Hz. Theoretically, these densities can be acceptable

for targets that withstand the elevated heat flux P10W/

cm2. A large-scale convective motion organized inside

the chamber is an effective way to speed up the plasma
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cooling and recombination. Our results motivate more

detailed studies for a dry-wall IFE chamber concept

with minimal buffer gas protection.
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